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BLOOD OF ORLANTH Gareth Hanrahan writes a few words about the upcoming Gloranthan campaign supplement, Blood of Orlanth. Blood of Orlanth wasn’t my idea. The project was originally conceived as a trio of thirty-two page scenarios by Aaron Dembski-Bowden, entitled Revelation, Insurrection and Devastation, centring around a God Learner plot to use Orlanth’s blood to do… well, something suitably dire. When Aaron went off to write dialogue for the upcoming Age of Conan MMO, the project got bounced around a bit, combined into a single book, expanded to XX pages and landed on my to-do list.



In the original concept, Orlanth had been mortally wounded fighting a Chaos god back during the Darkness and the God Learners were going to use that myth to get the god’s blood. Loz suggested that instead of a Chaos god, the myth should be that of Orlanth’s slaying of Sh’kaharzeel the Dragon. That put the HeroQuesting cat amid the God World pigeons, so to speak – suddenly, the EWF had a much better stake in the outcome of the whole campaign and it added a mythic slant to the whole clash. The whole campaign took shape, from the initial hook to the grand finale.



Eep.



Along The Laughing River



So, I wrote up an outline based on Aaron’s original notes. I had what seemed like a good idea at the time, and added in a note that ‘the adventure should be playable by God Learner, EWF or Orlanthi characters’ reasoning that most player characters are going to come from one of those three groups. Three weeks later, that note might as well have read ‘the adventure will transcend space and time, and little pixies will dance before the reader’s eyes, oh and it should contain winning lottery numbers too’. The outline then got bounced around the office for comments and Lawrence Whitaker suggested something simple yet brilliant.



The first section of Blood of Orlanth is all about drawing the battle lines and establishing the characters who will fight it out in the second two parts. I needed a place between the God Learners and the Empire of Wyrm’s Friends with a strong Old Way Traditionalist element and eventually decided that the best approach would be to go back to the roots of Glorantha and set the campaign just south of Dragon Pass, on the border between Hendrikiland and the EWF. As the second section called for an Orlanthi revolt, I didn’t want to involve King Androfin directly – wiping Hendrikiland from the map would make it harder for GMs to incorporate the events of Blood of Orlanth into their campaigns. Therefore, the campaign would focus on



a particular river valley and the clans living there (I originally picked the Syphon River but then I found out it flows backwards, so the campaign got moved over to the Solthi valley). Each of the three groups would need a supporting cast of non-player characters. NPCs are tricky things – you want to have them cool and interesting enough to be memorable and fun but they have to take a back seat to the activities of the characters. Also, since the three groups are in opposition to each other, each major NPC had to be simultaneously a good ally for one faction and a horrible antagonist for another. One trick used extensively in Blood of Orlanth is keeping the most important NPCs ‘off-screen’ as much as possible yet having them discussed and their influence felt as much as possible. The players will only meet Telektios Ashbringer or Aeldred the Fat a handful of times in the course of the whole campaign but the big NPCs will be a presence in every game session. There is one NPC in Along The Laughing River who is especially critical to the whole plot and whose identity is something of a mystery for most of the adventure. Mysteries in published RPG scenarios are always risky, as spoilers can ruin a player’s enjoyment of the whole game. A good player can wall off out-of-character
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information but that’s a pain. The approach I took with the mystery of [Nope. No spoilers in this magazine. - Ed.] was to not have the revelation affect the ultimate outcome of this section of the adventure. The PCs will never be in a position to foil the NPC completely but if they work out what’s going on ahead of time, they can affect the magnitude of the result. The efforts of the characters throughout Along The Laughing River and the other sections are measured in Victory Points, which I lifted from Adrian Bott’s Drow War Trilogy. As the PCs follow the Laughing River, they solve the problems of the various Orlanthi villages along the way. Each village gives a certain number of Victory Points, showing that they will support your faction when the inevitable clash between the Empire of Wyrm’s Friends and the Old Way Traditionalists (backed by the God Learners).



Ashbringer’s War At the end of Along The Laughing River, a war starts between the EWF and the Orlanthi. Depending on how well the characters did in the first part, then the whole Solthi River Valley could be up in arms, or it could just be a few isolated Orlanthi hardliners who are rebelling against the Draconic Way. Rather than turn this whole section into a wargame (though you could if you wanted to), Ashbringer’s War is written as a large number of encounters, which the GM can drop into his game. There are several tables of encounters, tied to the current Victory Point totals. If the Orlanthi are doing very well, for example, they could be raiding the EWF military camps and freeing captured towns; if they are doing badly, then the suggested events are things like the EWF besieging Orlanthi ring-forts and dragonfire in the forests. Not all of the events during the war are just combat, of course. Characters might get to sit in judgement over EWF sympathisers, try to win the friendship of a tribe of trolls, use sacred geometry to blast the enemy with the power of the Great Dragon Project or go dinosaur rustling. This is the most free-form of the three sections and was probably the trickiest to write. Along The
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Laughing River set the stage and introduced the cast; Ashbringer’s War sets the stage on fire and the flaming cast run around stabbing each other. While the major characters like Telektios Ashbringer (a massively powerful but slightly deranged Wyrmfriend) or Rsadi the Wondrous (God Learner sorceress and ex-student of Delecti the Inquirer) are fully detailed, there’s a large cast of minor characters who are given only a line or two of description. In my experience, it’s hard to predict which NPCs will become important in a campaign. A particular inspired bit of impromptu roleplaying or a lucky roll can bring a minor NPC to the forefront, so I added in a large number of such minor characters in the hopes that lightning will strike a few times. Every village and town in Along The Laughing River has such characters and there’s plenty of scope to bring them back in Ashbringer’s War. If the players are invested in a character or a place, it’s much more interesting when war and danger threatens them.



hard for the God Learners to grasp and twist, but the Orlanthi myth of the death of Sh’kaharzeel gives them a handle they can use to attack the EWF in the mythic realm. And as for the EWF – will they let Sh’kaharzeel die again? The HeroQuest is the climax of the Blood of Orlanth campaign. Agents from all three factions are in the HeroPlane, battling each other within the confines of the myth. Clues to the successful completion of the quest are scattered throughout the other two sections. If the players miss these clues, or lack the courage and skill to defeat the other factions in the Hero Plane, then they will fail the quest and find themselves back in the mortal world. Attentive and clever players can navigate the quest and win the prize – the Blood of Orlanth. And that can change the world.



(In my games, it’s people like Dhrek Billhook (hardcore axe-wielding duck mercenary), Thandor Manysons (Orlanthi playboy and poet) or Vastyr Brightshadow (I’m such a dragon my shadow is on fire) who I have the most fun playing.) The most likely end of Ashbringer’s War is that the Orlanthi rebellion holds the Empire of Wyrm’s Friends back, buying the Old Ways another few years (it might also result in the Empire attacking Hendrikiland or even trigger a wholescale rebellion against the Wyrm Friends’ across Kethaela). That’s really not what the war is about, though. The clash between the two cultures is reflected in the Hero Plane and it’s there that the last section of the campaign takes place.



The HeroQuest Orlanth battled the Dragon. He slew the monster but it mortally wounded him. He lay as one dead for three days, while his fyrdmen battled the spawn of the dragon. Then Chalana Arroy bled the poison from him and Orlanth rose again. That is the story the tribes of the Laughing River tell. In Glorantha, stories have power. The Orlanthi use this story as part of their rituals. The God Learners intend to manipulate this story, to gain power over the barbarian tribes – and over their enemy, the Wyrm Friend Empire. The myths of dragons are
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